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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents the results of experimental investigations on reinforced concrete slabs strengthened
using ﬁbre-reinforced polymers (FRP). Eight tests were carried out on four two-way slabs, with and without cut-out openings. Investigations on slabs with cut-outs revealed that the FRP can be placed only
around the edges of the cut-out when retroﬁtting the slabs whereas, in the situation of inserting cut-outs
combined with increased demands of capacity, it is necessary to apply FRP components on most of the
sofﬁt of the slab. The proposed strengthening system enabled the load and deﬂection capacities of the
FRP-strengthened slabs, in relation to their un-strengthened reference slabs, to be enhanced by up to
121% and 57% for slabs with and without cut-outs respectively.
Ó 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-SA license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).

1. Introduction
The load carrying capacity of reinforced concrete (RC) slabs may
be compromised for a number of reasons, including design errors,
building code changes, structural damage and changes of functional use by creating new openings.
The experimental research presented in this paper deals with
the structural rehabilitation of RC two-way slabs, with and without
cut-out openings. One method that can be used to increase their
load capacity is to apply ﬁbre-reinforced polymers (FRP) as externally bonded (EB) or near surface mounted (NSM) reinforcement.
Several guidelines for designing and applying FRPs as strengthening systems for RC structures have been published [1,2]. However,
how to use FRPs to strengthen structural elements with cut-out
openings is only addressed to a small extent in these guidelines
due to a lack of experimental and theoretical investigations on
the variations in geometry, materials and loading conditions.
Many researchers [3–10] tested the feasibility of restoring or
improving the load capacity of solid slabs by means of EB FRPs.
Despite the efﬁciency of the method, the majority of the retroﬁtted
elements experienced debonding as a failure mode. To solve this
challenge, several researchers [11–13] successfully tested different
anchorage systems for FRPs applied as EB reinforcement on slabs.
⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +40 256403942.
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Furthermore, plane elements (i.e. RC walls) could also be strengthened using mechanical anchored FRPs thus being efﬁcient in preventing debonding [14]. The NSM technique, which is relatively
new compared to EB, has been proven to produce better anchoring
behaviour than EB [15]. This technique introduced a new debonding mode, the slip of the reinforcement in the concrete groove.
However, this failure mode is preferred to the sudden debonding
of EB strips [16].
In the literature, there are several studies of slabs with cut-out
openings strengthened with FRP materials [17–25]. Casadei et al.
[17] tested one-way slabs with both centrally located openings
and openings near the supports, strengthened by carbon FRP
(CFRP) laminates. This method has been proved to be effective only
for the case with openings in the sagging region. The presence of
the openings in the hogging region increased the shear stress in
the concrete slab, leading to premature failure [17].
Lower tensile forces in the steel reinforcement accompanied by
a more favourable crack distribution were important improvements when using FRP strips for strengthening one-way slabs with
a rectangular cut-out in the centre of each slab [18]. Although the
method produced an ultimate bearing capacity similar to the one
recorded for the control element, the elements failed due to
debonding.
In another series of tests, Tan and Zhao [19] found that all the
strengthened slabs with symmetric and asymmetric openings that
they investigated exhibited the same load capacity as un-strengthened slabs with openings, with some cases being even higher.
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Flexural failure mode was associated with small-sized openings
whereas a new failure pattern with non-orthogonal yield lines initiating from the corners of the cut-out was reported for large-sized
openings. The same researchers also proved that CFRP sheets are
more effective compared with CFRP plates because of the premature debonding of the latter. In relation to the position of the opening, it was found that specimens with openings placed in the
maximum moment zone failed in ﬂexural mode while openings
located in the shear zone failed in shear mode [20].
The location of load application and the type of the loading surface was believed to play an important role in determining the failure behaviour [21]. Using a line load conﬁguration induces stress
concentrations which can have a negative inﬂuence on the location
where debonding starts [21].
According to [22], the NSM CFRP strips performed better than
the EB CFRP plates when used for strengthening slabs with centred
openings due to the greater resistance to debonding. When EB
CFRP plates were used together with FRP anchors, the ﬂexural
capacity of the slab was fully restored.
Compared to one-way slabs, less research has been carried out
on FRP-strengthened two-way RC slabs with cut-out openings.
Casadei et al. [23] claimed to be the ﬁrst to report tests on RC slabs
with openings and strengthened with CFRP laminates around the
cut-out. The anchorage system prevented the premature debonding of the laminates which yielded into full utilisation of the FRPs.
Enochsson et al. [24] tested two-way slabs strengthened with FRP
composite materials. The tests revealed that specimens with larger
openings have a higher load capacity and stiffness than the ones
with smaller openings. Although this contradicted their design
method, Enochsson et al. [24] have justiﬁed this as ‘‘the slabs with
the large openings behave closer to a system of four beams than a
slab’’.
Elsayed et al. [25] proved the beneﬁts of using mechanicallyfastened EB FRPs over the conventionally applied EB FRPs. The latter provided a lower performance in serviceability compared with
the mechanically-fastened technique.
De Lorenzis and Teng [26] concluded that the NSM technique is
less prone to debonding, can be pre-stressed more easily and is better protected against ﬁre, chemical and mechanical damage. However, in some cases, it could be more beneﬁcial to use both NSM
and EB techniques especially when the concrete cover is limited.
In most of the above mentioned research programs, the cutouts were created in the centre of the tested slabs and the applied
strengthening techniques were either EB or NSM types. In this
research, mixed retroﬁtting solutions (NSM + EB) are tested on
two-way RC slabs with cut-out openings located on the sides of
the element.
The ﬁrst objective of the research program was to verify how
the cut-out openings inﬂuence the loading behaviour of the slabs.
This study also provides relevant information about the inﬂuence
of the surface and position of the openings on un-strengthened
slabs loaded with distributed loads on small areas.
The second objective was to investigate whether the FRP
strengthening solutions can restore and increase the load capacity
of slabs with cut-outs in comparison to that of the full slab and
their corresponding unstrengthened slabs with openings,
respectively.
2. Experimental tests
2.1. The test specimens
Four RC two-way concrete slabs were cast. The specimens were
designed with a ratio between the clear length and clear width of
about 1.55 (see Fig. 1) with dimensions of 2650  3950  120 mm.
The clear span-to-thickness ratio was 20 for the short edge of the
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slabs. The elements replicate two-way single span simply-supported slabs, designed according to EN1992-1-1 [27]. The top of
the slab was reinforced along its contour for constructional reasons
only. Reinforcement at the bottom consisted of welded wire
meshes made of bars with a diameter of 4 mm, arranged at a spacing of 100 mm in both directions parallel to the edges of the elements. The concrete cover provided for the outermost steel
reinforcement bars (i.e. rebar placed parallel to the short edge of
the slabs) had a thickness of 15 mm. The steel reinforcement ratios,
based on the effective depth on the short and long edges, were
0.117% and 0.127%, respectively. The steel reinforcement ratio,
based on total thickness, was 0.105%. Elements with openings were
detailed in such a way as to replicate cut-outs sawn into a full element i.e. no additional reinforcement was placed around the edges
of the openings.
The ﬁrst specimen, denoted FS-01, was a full slab and served as
the reference. The second slab, RSC-01, had a small opening. Two
identical specimens with large openings were cast, designated
RLC-01 and RLC-02. Details of their geometries are shown in Figs. 2
and 3.
2.2. Material properties
The average cubic compressive strength of concrete (fcm) was
determined based on 12 cube tests [28] at the time of testing of
each slab. Three cubes were tested for each slab. All tests were carried out after 28 days. Tensile tests of the steel reinforcement were
carried out on 20 samples based on speciﬁcations described in [29].
Five samples were tested for each cast slab, 4 batches in total. The
properties determined were the yield stress (fyk), tensile strength
(ft) and ultimate strain (euk). Commercial CFRP products were used
for strengthening the slabs. These products consisted of high
strength NSM strips, plates and sheets. All the mechanical properties of these materials are shown in Table 1.
2.3. Design and detailing of the CFRP strengthening
The CFRP components were bonded to the sofﬁt of the slabs in
two directions. The CFRP components parallel to the short edge of
the specimens were installed using the NSM technique and those
on the direction parallel to the long edge of the slabs were installed
using the EB technique.
The required amount of CFRP was determined using the following procedure. For specimen FS-01-FRP (the full slab), the capable
tensile force of steel reinforcement was matched to that of the
CFRP components to be installed. The strengthening for specimen
RLC-02-FRP was similarly designed, with the only difference being
that the NSM bars intercepted by the cut-out opening were placed
in the immediate vicinity of the opening. This design procedure
aimed to cover the scenario when a slab is damaged and strengthened to give a higher load capacity. For slabs RSC-01-FRP and RLC01-FRP, the FRP system was designed so that its tensile capacity
equalled that of the steel reinforcement that was removed when
the slabs were sawn. This second procedure aimed to test whether
the capacity of the slab can be restored to its un-strengthened,
undamaged state using FRP. See Fig. 2 for the details and geometrical properties of the applied strengthening.
Strengthened reference specimens have had the sufﬁx FRP
added to their nomenclature. For example, RSC-01-FRP refers to a
reinforced concrete slab with a Rectangular Small Cut-out which
has been strengthened.
2.4. Test setup, loading protocol and instrumentation
It was planned to load each slab beyond the point where the
tensile reinforcement yielded, then unload, apply the FRP
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Fig. 1. Test setup, top view of the test setup with dimensions of the slab and general overview of the test setup.

Fig. 2. Detailing of the CFRP strengthening systems applied.

strengthening and test again until collapse. In total, this testing
regime yielded eight tests performed on four slabs.
The test setup consisted of a 1 m high discontinuous peripheral
wall made out of brick masonry and reinforced concrete beams, a

rigid loading frame and a hydraulic jack. The load was distributed
over a central patch of 600  1200 mm through a spatial steel
assembly, and was applied in controlled increments of 5 kN. A vertical cross-section through the test setup is shown in Fig. 1. The
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Fig. 3. The positioning of the displacement transducers (D) and strain gauges installed on the reinforcement (R) and the cracking pattern resulting after loading the reference
specimens.

Table 1
Mechanical properties of the materials.
Concrete

Reinforcement

NSM

Plates

Sheets

Element

fcm (MPa)

fyk (MPa)

ft (MPa)

euk (%)

EFRP (GPa)

eFRP (%)

EFRP (GPa)

eFRP (%)

EFRP (GPa)

eFRP (%)

FS-01(-FRP)
RSC-01(-FRP)
RLC-01(-FRP)
RLC-02(-FRP)

65
62
66
62

596.7
537.2
546.1
548.3

665.7
616.8
624.8
616.8

2.7
2.4
3.4
3.1

165
165
165
165

1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7

–
165
–
–

–
1.7
–
–

231
–
–
231

1.7
–
–
1.7

position of the load patch (i.e. the centre of the full slab) was maintained throughout all 8 tests, regardless of the geometry of slabs
with cut-outs; even if asymmetrical, it provided an un-favourable
type of loading for all specimens. All slabs were pre-cracked and
the loading was stopped to avoid total collapse when the

maximum recorded vertical deﬂection reached the allowable
deﬂection (i.e. L/250 = 9.6 mm) according to EN1992-1-1 [27].
The slabs were laid on a layer of fresh mortar, which permitted
horizontal settling under their own weight. The supporting area
had a width of 125 mm. This type of support prevented
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gravitational displacements but allowed the uplift of the corners
and edges of the slabs. Ten displacement transducers were
installed to measure the deﬂection of the slabs, as shown in
Fig. 3. The location of the transducers was ﬁxed for all 8 tests. However, between tests, some were removed as they would be located
inside the area of a cut-out opening. For each specimen, 4–6 strain
gauges were installed on the bottom steel reinforcement, located
as shown in Fig. 3. Strain gauges were also installed on the FRPs
to monitor the strain at debonding; their positions are highlighted
in Fig. 4. The locations of the displacement transducers are similar
to the ones used for the reference tests. Due to space limitations,
only some selected deﬂections and strain measurements are presented here, thus for further details, see [30].

3. Results and discussions
3.1. Tests on reference slabs
The results of the tests are shown in Table 2. Fig. 5 shows graphs
of the load displacement response recorded for all tests. The full
slab (FS-01) developed the highest load capacity while the slabs
with the largest openings (RLC-01 & 02) had the lowest capacity.
The crack pattern of the full slab (FS-01) developed along the yield
lines and under the loading area (Fig. 3). The cracks under the loading area indicate punching failure of the slab under the loading surface, see Fig. 6. The crack pattern of the slab with small-sized
opening (RSC-01) initiated at the re-entrant corner of the cut-out

Fig. 4. The positioning of the strain gauges installed on the FRP (N = NSM, P = plates and S = sheets) and the cracking pattern resulting after loading the strengthened
specimens.
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and developed in a direction quasi-parallel to the long edge of the
specimen (Fig. 3).
The slabs with large openings, RLC-01 & 02, had identical geometries; however, the ultimate capacity was different. A 10% higher
capacity in the favour of the former was recorded. The origin of this
difference was identiﬁed after testing. Due to a test procedure error
with slab RLC-02, the outermost steel reinforcement was placed
along its length, while for all other slabs, the outermost steel reinforcement was placed along their short side. This misplacement
decreased the internal lever arm of the structural reinforcement,
thus reducing its capacity. By creating the two types of cut-outs
in the three slabs, the slabs’ area decreased to 86.71% (by creating
the small cut-out) and to 74.74% (by creating large cut-outs) of the
total area of the full slab. Both the size and location of the cut-out
opening inﬂuenced the load capacity. Although the area of RLC-01
is 10% smaller than RSC-01, the ultimate loads are relatively similar. The elastic limit was reached when at least one strain gauge
indicated a value of the strain (ey) presented in Table 2. No tension
stiffening effect was accounted for in the evaluation of these
strains.
3.2. Tests on strengthened/retroﬁtted specimens
All strengthened slabs were tested to failure after the epoxy
resin had cured for at least seven days. Fig. 5 shows the load displacement responses of all four strengthened slabs with dashed
lines; the results are shown in Table 2. The strains measured in
the FRP sheets and NSM bars are not given because the primary
failure mode of the strengthening was rupture of the FRPs. The
authors consider that plots of these values do not provide any useful information. However, the strains recorded on FRP plate are
reported in Fig. 7. The slab FS-01-FRP showed extensive deformation capacity and increased strength compared to the reference
specimen. The capacity increased up to 57% compared to the reference specimen. Numerous new small cracks appeared during testing due to better stress redistribution enabled by the FRP (see
Fig. 4). It is interesting to note that, after strengthening, two new
major cracks had formed, starting from cracks opened during the
test on the un-strengthened slab. Failure occurred through rupturing of the FRPs intercepted by the major cracks.
The FRP strengthening system applied on the slab with a small
opening (RSC-01-FRP) restored the load capacity to its initial value.
A mixed failure mode was recorded for this specimen. First, the EB
plate failed due to debonding at the far end of the slab (Fig. 8), then
the NSM bars failed due to rupturing near to the corner of the cutout opening. In the area where CFRP were installed, the crack concentration increased compared to the un-strengthened slab. The
main cracks, which caused the slab‘s failure, are identical to those
opened as a result of the test on the un-strengthened slab.
The test on the retroﬁtted slab with a large opening
(RLC-01-FRP) exhibited virtually identical strength and deforma-

tion capacity as the un-strengthened reference specimen. All
NSM FRP strips failed due to ﬁbre rupture in their central area, corresponding to the location of the major crack. The failure was brittle, ending in a total collapse of the slab, see Fig. 9. In the area
where NSM were mounted, the crack density was greater than that
of the un-strengthened slab (see Fig. 4). New main cracks opened
as a result of the test on the un-strengthened slab.
The second slab with a large opening strengthened with FRP
(RLC-02-FRP) failed when all the CFRP strengthening components
experienced ﬁbre rupture. The FRP enabled stress redistribution
over the entire sofﬁt of the slab; hence, numerous small cracks
similar to the slab FS-01-FRP developed. Slab RLC-02-FRP developed the highest ultimate capacity relative to its effective area
(22.14 kN/m2), higher even than the full specimen FS-01-FRP
(20.95 kN/m2). This behaviour is in accordance with the results
reported by Enochsson et al. [24].
3.3. Test predictions by yield line theory
3.3.1. The yield line theory
The yield line theory was presented by Ingerslev [31] and further developed by Johansen [32] and Wood and Jones [33]. This
method predicts the load at which the ﬂexural capacity of slabs
is reached using the rigid plastic theory in accordance to the upper
bound theorem. The procedure employs the use of predeﬁned
crack patterns (yield lines) [33]. Different layout patterns of the
yield lines can be assumed resulting in several upper bound solutions. For design purposed the minor value is chosen. The failure
load can be calculated using two different techniques: (1) the virtual-work method and (2) the equilibrium method. The virtualwork method assumes that at collapse the work done due to a virtual imposed displacement is equal to the internal work dissipated
along the yield lines [33]. As an alternative, the equilibrium
method differs from the work method ‘‘in that the equilibrium of
each of the rigid regions is considered’’ [33]. The two techniques
yield the same results; therefore here the capacity of the slabs
was computed using the virtual work method only (Eq. (1)).

X ZZ


qddxdy

¼

X

Z
hn

each region


mb ds

ð1Þ

each yield line

The left-hand side of Eq. (1) represents the external work, with
q denoting the load on unit area and d the virtual displacement,
while the right-hand side represent the internal work with hn
denoting the normal rotation of the yield line and mb the capable
moment along the yield line.
The ultimate bending moment along the yield line can be found
considering the equilibrium condition shown in Fig. 10:

mb L ¼ ðmx  L sin aÞ sin a þ ðmy  L cos aÞ cos a

ð2Þ

2

mb ¼ mx sin a þ my cos2 a

ð3Þ

Table 2
Test results.
Element

Load (kN)

Cracking load (kN)

S (%)

R (%)

F (kN/m2)

MD (mm)

ey (%)

FY (kN)

FS-01
RSC-01
RLC-01
RLC-02

118
87
75
67

NA
65
60
55

100
87
75
75

100
73
63
57

13.4
11.3
11.3
10.1

10.3 (D1)
11.4 (D4)
9.6 (D7)
9 (D7)

0.269
0.273
0.274
0.298

46.75 (R1)
NA
61.75 (R3)
61.5 (R1)

FS-01-FRP
RSC-01-FRP
RLC-01-FRP
RLC-02-FRP

186
86
75
147

–
–
–
–

100
87
75
75

100
46
40
79

20.9
11.1
11.2
22.2

45 (D1)
33 (D1, D2, D4)
8.5 (D7)
63.2 (D1)

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

S = ratio, expressed in%, between the surface of one specimen with an opening and that of the full slab. R = ratio, expressed in%, between the load of one specimen with an
opening and that of the full slab. F = normalised load at the surface of one specimen. D = displacement at maximum load. MD = maximum displacement at maximum load,
with the transducers that recorded the values given in parentheses. FY = First yielding load with the gauges that recorded the values given in parentheses.
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Fig. 8. Detail of the debonding failure taken after the end of the test on specimen
RSC-01-FRP.

Fig. 5. Load displacement diagrams for all tested slabs.

Fig. 9. Total collapse of the specimen RLC-01-FRP after testing.
Fig. 6. Failure of the specimen FS-01.

Fig. 10. Evaluation of the bending moment along the yield line.

Fig. 7. Strains on FRP plate for specimen RSC-01-FRP.

where mx, my are the moment capacities per unit width in the xand y-directions, respectively, calculated according to [27]:

mx;y ¼ Asx;sy  fyk  0:9d

ð4Þ

where Asx, Asy are the areas of the reinforcement per unit width and
d is the effective depth.

If the slab is isotropically reinforced (i.e. mx = my), Eq. (3)
reduces to mb = mx = my. In the present study, due to differences
in effective depths along the two axes, the mx and my moments
are slightly different. For simplicity these differences were disregard in these calculations.
The angle between axis of rotation of each region and yield line
determines the slope of the yield line. For a full slab these yield
lines intersects the corners at 45°. Due to symmetry along the longitudinal axis, the same assumptions can be made for the slab with
large cut outs. It was shown by Kennedy and Goodchild [34] that
assuming 45° will produce only a 3% error compared with theoretically determined angle.
For slabs with asymmetric openings, different yield line patterns can be assumed, depending on the opening size and position,
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Fig. 11. Pre and post-test yield line patterns for both strengthened and unstrengthened slabs.

as noted by Park and Gamble [35]. For slabs with openings at corners, Park and Gamble [35] proposed different possible yield line
patterns that are most likely to occur function of the opening size.
The equation for ﬁnding the ultimate load of each pattern type
includes several unknown terms (i.e. a, b, x) which deﬁne the theoretical positions of the yield lines. The exact values for these
terms are determined by differentiating the constitutive equations
and ﬁnding the maximum value for oq/oa = 0, oq/ob = 0, oq/ox = 0.
This mathematical procedure is laborious due to nonlinearity of
the equations. Moreover, Wood and Jones [33] suggested that such
a technique may not always be used due to discontinuity in the
slab boundaries. In this study the layout of the yield lines are
assumed to start from the re-entrant corner of the cut-out opening.
The failure load per unit area was derived from Eq. (1) for each
slab. Due to space limitations only the ﬁnal solution will be stated
as follows: Eq. (5) – ultimate uniformly distributed load/unit area
for a full slab; Eq. (6) – ultimate uniformly distributed load/unit
area for slab with small cut-out opening; Eq. (7) – ultimate uniformly distributed load/unit area for slab with large cut-out
opening.

q¼

2  mb
2ax
3

a

þ




a
1a b
1
b
þ 1b
a  b þ b  a þ 1b  a

i
axð2b1Þ
þ abð1  bÞ a3 þ 12 a
6

mb 
q¼ h



þ 2b
x
a
aðb2xÞ
2

a
x

ð5Þ

ð6Þ

q¼



6  mb ax þ 4b
a
að3b  xÞ

ð7Þ

In this study two different approaches were used: (1) pre-tests
predictions: the yield line theory was applied assuming the theoretical distribution of the yield lines (‘‘pre-test yield lines’’ in
Fig. 11) and (2) post-tests predictions: the yield line theory was
applied to the real crack pattern observed on the tested slabs
(‘‘post-test yield lines’’ in Fig. 11). All slabs were simply supported
along their contour, therefore only positive yield lines have
developed.
3.3.2. Pre-test predictions
The following assumptions were made for pre-test predictions:
(a) the resisting moment of the un-strengthened slabs was evaluated assuming that the steel reinforcement intersected by
the yield lines is yielding, the value of the yield stress, fyk,
was assumed as in Table 1
(b) the FRP reinforcement around openings was uniformly distributed over the entire surface of the slab
(c) the resisting moment of the FRP-strengthened slabs was
evaluated assuming only the strength contribution of the
FRP strengthening. The steel reinforcement, considered
already yielded, is neglected. The yield stress, fyk, was
replaced in Eq. (4) with the strength of FRP corresponding
to its rupture strain (i.e. 1.7% for all FRP components)
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Table 3
Comparison of the ultimate load with analytical predictions.
Test

FS-01
RSC-01
RLC-01
RLC-02
FS-01-FRP
RSC-01-FRP
RLC-01-FRP
RLC-02-FRP
Average
Standard deviation

Slab area (m2)

8.88
7.70
6.64
6.64
8.88
7.70
6.64
6.64

Test results

Yield line predictions
Pre-tests predictions

Accuracy

Post-tests predictions

Accuracy

q (kN/m2)

Pu,test (kN)

q (kN/m2)

Pu,pred (kN)

Pu;test
Pu;pred

q (kN/m2)

Pu,pred (kN)

Pu;test
Pu;pred

13.29
11.30
11.29
10.09
20.95
11.17
11.29
22.14

118
87
75
67
186
86
75
147

20.38
23.50
14.91
14.31
24.32
14.55
11.75
23.49

181
181
99
95
216
112
78
156

0.65
0.48
0.76
0.71
0.86
0.77
0.96
0.94
0.77
0.16

13.74
11.69
9.34
9.04
20.27
10.65
12.95
20.63

122
90
62
60
180
82
86
137

0.97
0.97
1.2
1.11
1.03
1.05
0.87
1.07
1.03
0.10

Using this approach the capacities of the slabs predicted by
yield line theory are overestimated compared to those from tests,
see Table 3. These predictions are not accurate because the crack
pattern observed in tests did not developed according to the one
assumed in the yield line theory. The reason of these deviations lies
in the load strategy adopted. The loading system was not able to
simulate a uniformly distributed load over the entire surface.
Under high loads the slabs partially lifted from the supports, therefore changing the stress distribution in the slab towards the supports, and consequently the cracking pattern.
3.3.3. Post-test predictions
The assumptions presented above are valid for this approach
also. However for specimen RSC-01-FRP the value of the yield
stress was computed using the debonding strain; recall that this
strengthening system failed by debonding, see Fig. 8. For this specimen debonding occurred at the far end of the slab where strain
gauges were not installed (see Figs. 4 and 7). Simple to more complex models can be used for the evaluation of the bond strength
[36–38]. D’Antino and Pellegrino [36] reviewed the performance
of several bond models. That work did not indicate any model to
predict accurately the strains at debonding. Therefore here the
Fib Bulletin 14 [1] formulation was used to estimate the strain at
debonding; the bond strain resulted is 0.8%.
The ultimate capacity of both strengthened and un-strengthened slabs were calculated using the yield lines observed from
tests (Fig. 11). Table 3 shows that the average ratio between experimental values and those predicted based on the real crack pattern
are more accurate than those predicted by theoretically assumed
ones. For all elements, the predicted values were within the
acceptable 10% limit [35] except for slab RLC-01 being however,
on the conservative side.
4. Conclusions
The research presented in this paper addressed issues regarding
the strengthening of damaged two-way RC slabs with cut-out
openings created on their sides. The following conclusions were
drawn based on observations from the experimental tests:
 The tests showed that the load capacity of slabs with cut-out
openings is not directly proportional to the reduction in their
area. Reducing the effective area of a solid slab, by cutting out
small and large openings, to 87% and 75% can decrease the resistance to 73%, 63% and 57% respectively. Note that the last two
values refer to slabs with the same opening size. However, the
smaller internal lever arm of the primary reinforcement diminished the capacity of the slab exhibiting the later value.

 The results for slabs RSC-01-FRP and RLC-01-FRP showed that
using a quantity of FRP equivalent to the steel reinforcement
removed by sawing the cut-out, the capacity of the slab can
be restored fully, even when damaged prior to strengthening.
 In order to restore and increase the capacity beyond the design
value of the un-strengthened slab, the strengthening system
was designed to replace the reinforcement in the slab. Tests
on slabs FS-01-FRP and RLC-02-FRP showed an increase in ultimate capacity of up to 57% and 121% respectively, compared to
the values recorded during the tests on the un-strengthened
specimens FS-01 and RLC-02 respectively. Slab RLC-02-FRP
had the highest ultimate capacity relative to its effective area.
 The tests have also shown that debonding problems can be
avoided by using the NSM technique. In all tests, the strengthening systems primarily failed due to rupture. The debonding
of the FRP plate used in the test RSC-01-FRP was due to a secondary failure mode, since it occurred at the far end of the slab.
It is unclear to the authors whether the loading system used
produced a favourable effect on the bonding properties; this
research subject needs further investigation.
 Because of their superior mechanical properties compared to
steel reinforcement, the FRPs enabled better stress redistribution and, consequently, a more uniform cracking distribution.
The new formed major cracks show that this behaviour was
due to the un-damaged part of the steel reinforcement that
had yielded during the control testing.
 One practical problem in applying the yield-line method is that
designers must consider a large number of failure mechanisms
to ensure that the lowest collapse load is found. This procedure
implies lengthy calculations and skilled engineering to ensure
that the right collapse mechanism is chosen, especially in cases
like slabs with openings, were the general assumptions are not
fully applicable. In this respect, analytical pre-tests predictions
lead to un-conservative values whereas for post-tests prediction
indicated a good approximation. However, for design purposes
it is not common to carry out laboratory investigations. Perhaps
numerical analysis could be a tool to overcome this challenge.
 This study tested four types of strengthening conﬁgurations
using high strength FRP. How different strengthening conﬁgurations and different FRP material properties might inﬂuence the
capacity of slabs with cut-out openings is a subject for future
work.
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